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1. - 16. sorularda, verilen cümlede boş 
bırakılan yerlere uygun düşen sözcük ya da 
ifadeyi bulunuz.

1.  ---- may take the TOEFL exam as many times as 
---- wishes. There is no limitation.

A)  Each other / one B)  Others / her 

C)  The ones / she D)  One / he

  E)  Someone / himself 

2. Supersonic fl ight is defi ned as fl ight at a speed 
greater than ---- sound but not the speed of light.

A)  those   B)  its 

C)  their   D)  that of  

 E)  one of 

3. At fi rst ---- in the class seemed eager to 
participate in the project but after a while ---- 
wanted to take any responsibility. 

A)  something / anybody

B)  everybody / nobody

C)  nobody / no one 

D)  someone else / nothing 

E)  ones / someone’s 

4. A new study has confi rmed that teenage brains 
are very much different from ---- children and 
adults.  

A)  that of   B)  any others

C)  this   D)  those of

  E)  one of 

5. I will be able to buy a new printer next month 
therefore I have to put up with ---- I bought last  
year for the  time being.   

A)  it   B)  itself 

C)  the one  D)  one 

  E)  other’s 

6. I started a conversation with the person sitting 
next to ---- on the bus and we talked with ---- for 
half an hour about economy. 

A)  me / one another

B)  myself / the other

C)  mine / the one

D)  us / ours 

E)  his / on our own 

7. I hate working with Sally because she doesn’t 
have any respect for ---- privacy. I don’t think I 
will work with her any more.

A)  others’

B)  ones’

C)  someone

D)  another one

E)  that 

8. Because my father wanted to lift the box ----, 
he hurt ---- back and now he has to rest for the 
whole week at home. 

A)  of his own / himself B)  himself / him

C)  him / his  D)  on his own / its 

  E)  by himself / his
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9. Some radio telescopes are used by programmes 
---- SETI to search for extra-terrestrial life in the 
universe.

A)  afterwards

B)  much as 

C)  as though

D)  but 

E)  such as

10. Robert wasn’t able to give the police a credible 
account of where he had been on the night of 
the murder ---- he was detained by the police.

A)  though

B)  unlike

C)  so

D)  in contrast to

E)  besides

11. John will be discharged from hospital today 
---- he has recovered very quickly after the 
operation.

A)  that’s why

B)  however

C)  since

D)  as a consequence of

E)  whether

12. Salt is necessary to human life ---- it helps the 
kidneys regulate the body’s fl uid levels and the 
balance of acids. 

A)  much as

B)  in addition to

C)  rather than

D)  but for

E)  since

13. - 16. sorularda, verilen tümcede boş 
bırakılan yerlere uygun düşen sözcük ya da 
ifadeyi bulunuz.

13. Although people have been making bread for 
thousands of years, ----.

A) it has been an essential element of human diet 

throughout the human history

B) they may contain a range of other ingredients

C) it is low in fat and contains signifi cant amounts 

of essential nutrients

D) its exact origins are unknown

E) it is one of the oldest prepared foods that 

people like

14. ---- since they exceed 30 m in length.

A) Blue whales are mainly found in shallow water 

along the edges of continental shelves

B) Average life spans of whales are estimated to 

be between 40 and 90 years

C) That blue whales usually swim alone or in pairs

D) There were many Blue Whales in nearly all 

the oceans at the beginning of the twentieth 

century

E) Blue Whales are the largest living creatures on 

Earth

15. While most earthquakes are caused by 
movement of the Earth’s tectonic plates, ----. 

A) it depends on its magnitude and duration

B) shaking and ground rupture are the main 

effects created by earthquakes

C) the shaking also triggered landslides and 

volcanic activity

D) earthquakes are recorded with a seismometer, 

also known as a seismograph

E) human activity can also produce earthquakes

16. Due to the immense military power they can 
possess, ----.

A) during the operation of a power reactor, some 

radioactive compounds are unavoidably 

released

B) radioactive materials emit penetrating, ionizing 

radiation that can injure living tissues

C) the fi rst large-scale nuclear reactors had been 

built at Hanford

D) the political control of nuclear weapons has 

been a key issue for as long as they have 

existed

E) many nuclear wastes remain radioactive for 

thousands of years
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